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ABSTRACT

Increased demand for shorter travel times, higher axle loads, increased volumes and increased punctuality of railway traffic calls for a better design and management of the railway subsystems. The present thesis deals with aspects of mechanical friction brakes, in the form of tread brakes and disc brakes. These are critical for reliable, safe and economical operation of trains. The thesis establishes models and simulation tools for frictional braking systems that may operate in parallel with an electrodynamic braking system.

A main focus is the influence of thermal loading on rolling contact fatigue from tread brakes at stop braking. A simulation methodology for thermomechanical cracking of railway wheel treads due to rolling contact and repeated stop braking by tread brakes, is established based on full-scale brake rig experiments. Building on the same approach, plastic deformation of the tread is also investigated. The results indicate that tread damage increases drastically for frictional temperatures above some 450 °C.

Another focus is temperatures and wear of tread brakes and disc brakes under operational loading. In two field test campaigns, detailed instrumentation and continuous measurements of relevant temperatures and braking parameters are combined with intermittent measurement of wear of friction brake components. Wear of brake blocks and wheel treads is quantified. It is found that the tread wear introduced by the block contact dominates for trailing wheelsets, whereas for powered wheelsets wear from tractive forces in the wheel–rail contact can be of equal importance. In a study on disc brakes, temperatures and wear performance are compared for two friction pairs: one new segmented disc with sintered pads and a traditional disc with an undivided friction ring combined with organic pads. It is found that the discs have similar braking temperatures, but that the wear of disc and pads is substantially lower for the segmented disc. A numerical investigation of thermomechanical fatigue damage of the two disc types indicates that the segmented disc also has a substantially longer fatigue life.
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THESIS

This thesis consists of an extended summary and the following appended papers:

**Paper A**

**Paper B**

**Paper C**

**Paper D**
M. S. Walia, T. Vernersson, K. Handa, K. Ikeuchi and R. Lundén. Wear and plastic deformation of the wheel tread at block braking – Results from brake rig experiments and simulations, *Proceedings 19th International Wheelset Congress (IWC 2019)*, Venice (Italy) June 2019, 5 pp. The paper received a Best Paper Award at the conference.

**Paper E**

In Paper A, the author of this thesis contributed to planning and writing of the paper, assisted in developing the numerical models and in analysing the results. Papers B, C and E were prepared in collaboration with the co-authors. The author of this thesis was responsible for the major progress of the work, i.e., took part in planning the papers, developing the numerical models, carrying out the experiments and numerical simulations, analysing the results and writing the main parts of the papers. He also presented Paper C at the conference CM2018. In Paper D he took part in the planning and structuring of the paper, developed the numerical models and assisted in analysing the results, and presented the paper at the conference IWC 2019.
Part I

Extended Summary
1 Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

In past decades, environmental awareness and new regulations combined with demands on cost reductions and improved operational performance have led to accelerated new developments in railway operations. Together with the stride towards shorter travel times, higher axle loads and increased traffic volumes with improved safety, this imposes great challenges on the railway industry. In this context, it is highly important to understand the factors that limit the capacity of various systems and components that are in use. In particular, it is essential to be able to predict damage to avoid removal of trains from revenue traffic, operational failures or even derailments. In addition to safety, these issues are major cost drivers and disrupt operations.

Braking systems are critical for reliable and safe operation of trains. Modern trains are often equipped with a computer-controlled braking system that can flexibly distribute braking power between different braking subsystems. These subsystems can consist of electrodynamic (ED) brakes that act in combination with mechanical brakes in the form of tread brakes and/or disc brakes. Ideally, ED brakes are utilized which allows regenerated energy to be fed back to the main power supply. However, as the efficiency of the ED brake is speed-dependent, additional braking must be performed using mechanical brakes. Hence the use of the mechanical brakes has lately changed substantially, from a situation where it takes all of the braking energy and is in very frequent use, to the current situation where they are used only in certain speed ranges. Note, however, that if the ED brake does not have sufficient capacity (e.g., due to malfunctioning, or in a situation of emergency), the mechanical brakes will have to take a larger part (or all) of the braking effort.

During braking in revenue traffic, mechanical brakes are exposed to thermomechanical loading that can lead to high temperatures, fatigue and wear. Damage and wear of wheel treads and brake discs and of brake blocks/pads are among the main reasons why regular inspections and maintenance of trains’ running gear are required. Figure 1a shows worn brake blocks, with two of them completely consumed during braking. Some examples of brake induced damage on wheel treads are shown in Figure 1b.

When such defects are noticed, trains have to be removed from revenue traffic and sent for maintenance. For tread brakes, removal and reinstallation of wheels on the axle involves high risk. During this maintenance process, the axle might develop scuffs or scratches, leading to replacement of the entire axle. Further, the maintenance procedure for railway brake discs is highly complicated, time-consuming and costly. Firstly, the entire wheelset is separated from the wagon and
then the bearings and wheels are separated from the axle followed by the brake discs.

A segmented disc (see Figure 2) instead of a regular solid disc can provide improved maintainability. In this case the brake discs can be exchanged with the wheelset still under the wagon. Thus, there is no need for dismounting the wheels from the axle. Only the external friction ring need to be replaced, effectively reusing the brake disc hub on the axle.

Figure 1 (a) Brake blocks removed from a trainset and (b) wheel damage in form of thermal cracks and wheel flat (from [1]).

Figure 2 Wheelset equipped with segmented brake discs (only partially mounted segments).
In this thesis, the main focus has been on mechanical braking systems, i.e., tread brakes and axle-mounted disc brakes. The aim of the study has been to investigate various phenomena (such as braking temperature, thermomechanical fatigue and wear) that determine the life of these systems. The study is accomplished with aid of full-scale brake rig and field experiments and also through modelling and numerical simulations. The present thesis continues the work from previous studies [2], [3] and [4] to gain a better overall understanding for braking systems. The knowledge from the thesis can be utilized as a basis for designing efficient braking systems and for enhancing the planning capability of their maintenance.

**Aim of thesis**

As mentioned, the main goal of the thesis is to investigate the influence of braking temperatures, thermomechanical fatigue and wear on mechanical braking systems. To reach this goal, a number of tasks are executed within this thesis. These may be summarized as follows:

- Thermomechanical cracking of railway wheel treads, due to rolling contact and repeated stop braking by tread brakes, is studied based on results from full-scale brake rig experiments. A methodology for FE analyses of the test conditions as well as criteria for prediction of crack initiation fatigue lives is developed in *Paper A*. Based on the developed FE models, a parametric study involving operational parameters such as axle load, maximum vehicle speed, deceleration, block material and initial wheel temperature is conducted in *Paper B* where the influence of these parameters on the braking temperature and resulting fatigue life of wheel treads is investigated.

- Long-term wear of both brake blocks and wheel treads is studied using results from field experiments in *Paper C*. A wear simulation methodology is developed for calculating braking temperatures and estimating long-term wear of brake blocks (temperature-dependent wear) and of wheel treads. The latter emerges as a combination of wear emanating from wheel–rail contact and block–wheel contact.

- Wheel tread wear and plasticity resulting from rolling contact during braking is studied by full-scale brake rig experiments and simulations. Tread surface depression due to plastification is estimated by FE analysis for constant temperature rolling and is compared to tread wear resulting from block–wheel contact in *Paper D*. 


• Performance of two different types of brake discs and brake pads in terms of temperatures and wear is studied in Paper E by field experiments and simulations. In addition, the thermomechanical performance of the two disc types is investigated by FE analyses for a single stop braking cycle and finally fatigue lives up to crack initiation are evaluated.
2 Mechanical braking systems for trains

The types of braking systems used in rail vehicles can be categorized as adhesion and non-adhesion brakes, see Figure 3. In adhesion brakes, the brake force is transmitted from the wheels to the rails via adhesion in the wheel–rail contact and the maximum braking force is dependent on conditions within the contact patch. Usually, when the brakes are designed, a minimum adhesion coefficient (ratio between tractive/braking force and the normal load) of 0.13 is used [5]. Adhesion brakes can be further categorized into mechanical (friction) brakes and dynamic brakes.

![Figure 3 Categorization of brakes for rail vehicles.](image)

Mechanical brakes operate on the wheelsets and are subjected to wear due to sliding contact, while the dynamic brakes operate on tractive units and typically induce less wear. In contrast, non-adhesion brakes are independent of the wheel–rail adhesion. They either generate the brake force directly on the rail or use, e.g., aerodynamic resistance. In this study, the focus is on the tread brakes and axle-mounted disc brakes, both being categorized as mechanical adhesion brakes. Thus, the focus is on the mechanical braking systems which use frictional resistance in a sliding contact to operate. In this context, variation of the friction coefficient during sliding is generally a main concern for the braking industry [5] and, of course, for operators. In general, the coefficient of friction depends on the materials in contact, relative velocity between the bodies in contact, surface pressure, temperature of friction pairs and surroundings (dampness, water, ice, leaves, oil) [2]. Experimental studies in [6] show that the coefficient of friction can vary significantly for the same materials within a particular braking event. Further, it can also vary between different braking events featuring the same configurations.
2.1 Tread brake

Tread (block) brakes are still one of the most common braking systems on railway vehicles. Tread braking is the ordinarily used system on freight wagons and is also common on passenger trains. Often, but not necessarily, tread brakes are used in combination with disc brakes and/or electrodynamic brakes. The tread braking action is carried out by pressing the brake blocks against the tread of a wheel. In addition, the tread is also in rolling contact with the rail. Tread brakes are simple, inexpensive and lightweight and are also easy to install, maintain and replace. They may also help in improving the wheel–rail adhesion by increasing the roughness of the wheel tread and removing contaminants [7]. The drawback to this is that the increased wheel tread roughness may increase rolling noise emissions. This is especially the case for wheels equipped with cast iron brake blocks [2]. The vehicle can be equipped with four different standard block configurations, as illustrated in reference [6]. The brake blocks are commonly manufactured from cast iron, organic composite, or sinter materials. The heat generated during braking is mainly taken by the wheels. In the case of severe braking, this can constitute a safety problem [3]. Moreover, damage and excessive wear of the wheel tread can occur due to severe braking [7].

2.2 Disc brake

Disc brakes are often used in passenger trains and always in high-speed trains. In disc brakes, the brake effort is created by the friction between brake lining (pads) and brake disc. Axle-mounted brake discs are employed on trailer bogies, where two or three discs (or even more) can be installed on a single axle depending on the application. On motor bogies, there is not enough space for axle-mounted discs due to the traction motor and gearbox. Instead wheel-mounted discs are utilized. Since the pad-disc friction is almost speed-independent, it is often prioritized to use disc brakes as the basic mechanical brake system for vehicles running at 160 km/h and above [9]. Commonly used materials for brake discs are grey cast iron, nodular cast iron and cast steel [5]. Friction materials used in brake pads are either organic composite or sintered. Noise levels are normally lower than for tread braking. Disc brake systems are, however, heavier and more expensive to install and maintain than block brake systems. Under severe braking conditions, brake discs may experience excessive wear and other forms of damage [4].
3 Phenomena – experiments and analyses

This chapter covers phenomena studied in this thesis. The descriptions of the phenomena are followed by overviews of experimental and numerical analyses performed.

3.1 Braking temperatures

During mechanical braking, where two bodies are forced into sliding contact, a major part of the frictional energy is transformed into heat at the area of contact (and an insignificant part is transformed into particle removal and plastic deformation). The total heat generated will be divided between the two bodies in contact. The resulting temperatures during braking can cause deformations and build-up of stresses (both during and after braking) and are thus of main importance.

At tread braking, frictional heat generated from braking causes axial displacements of the wheel rim (change of gauge) during braking. For severe braking also residual displacements and residual deflections develop after braking. These displacements and residual tensile stresses in the wheel rim must be below specified limits if the tread-braked wheel design should be approved for revenue service. Tread-braked wheels for freight vehicles can be exposed to high braking loads for long duration at gradient braking, so-called drag braking. There are standards/guidelines available regarding the thermal capacity of wheels at drag braking, see [8, 9]. Results in an earlier study [3] highlight the importance of temperatures for tread braked wheels. In particular, factors influencing the thermal capacity of tread braked wheels in metro applications were thoroughly analysed.

Also brake discs are designed on the basis of the maximum temperature which they can safely sustain during operation [10]. Heat generated at pad–disc contact causes temperature increase in the friction surfaces resulting in build-up of compressive stresses and wear. During cooling, tensile residual stresses may develop below the friction surface. This will promote cracking.

Dissipation of heat from frictional surfaces is equally important. A tread braked railway wheel is subjected to cooling from the rolling contact with the cold rail, so-called rail chill. For discs, air flow in disc vanes is important for the cooling characteristics of the disc, see for instance [11] and [12].

Another phenomenon that is of interest when studying brakes is frictionally induced thermoelastic instabilities (TEI), which may introduce locally high temperatures between friction pairs and cause formation of thermal hot bands or hot spots. Figure 4, shows an example of thermal hot bands detected on two brake
disc types studied in field. TEI arises when a sliding contact area is subjected to contact pressure above average. This area is then heated to a higher temperature than its surroundings and the material expands. TEI causes changes with respect to distribution, magnitude and localization of the contact pressure and surface temperature. Studies exist where TEI have been investigated for tread brakes [13] and disc brakes [14].

![Figure 4 Thermal hot bands captured by thermocamera on two brake disc types studied in Paper E.](image)

**Experiments**

Temperatures can be measured by using either thermocouples or by using a thermocamera. A thermocouple measures temperatures at a point. But if installed as a sliding thermocouple it can measure along a path on the contact surface. For a better overview of temperature pattern and the thermal gradients along the contact surface, a thermocamera is more useful. A drawback is that the temperature magnitude needs to be verified, due to varying emissivity.

Measuring braking temperatures was an important task in this thesis. The measurements were used as basis to calibrate thermal simulations models and for understanding the influence of temperature on other phenomena such as fatigue and wear. Planning and execution of temperature measurement setup for field experiments in **Paper C** and **Paper E**, was part of this thesis. Three different kinds of K-type thermocouples were used in the field tests: surface thermocouples [15], sliding contact thermocouples [16] and thin wire embedded thermocouples [17]. Figure 5 shows setup of thermocouples used in field experiments in **Paper E**. A 3-channel and a 6-channel temperature data logger (TC-Link, see [18]) were used to record temperature data. Data were logged in the internal memory of the data loggers and collected wirelessly by a receiver at regular intervals. In addition, a thermocamera (Optris PI 160, see [19]) was used to record movies. The thermocamera was triggered when disc temperatures reached 80 °C.
Figure 5 Set-up of sliding thermocouples for measuring disc temperatures (left) and of thin wire embedded thermocouples for measuring pad temperatures (right) in field experiments in Paper E.

In Paper A and Paper D, thermocouples were used along with a thermocamera to measure the tread and rim temperatures on a full-scale brake rig setup (see Figure 6) situated at RTRI, Tokyo (Japan). Thermocouples were installed at a depth of 10 mm below the tread surface below the wheel–block contact. Detailed information about experimental set-up and procedure is given in [20].

Figure 6 Set-up of RTRI brake rig employed in tests. From Paper A.
**Thermal analysis**

During braking, the frictional heat generated at the area of contact is partitioned between blocks/pads and wheel/disc. The heat flux generated between blocks/pads and wheel/disc is calculated as

\[ q^{\text{brake}} = \mu p v \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( \mu \) is the coefficient of friction, \( p \) is the contact pressure and \( v \) is the sliding speed. In tread brakes, heat is further conducted from the hot wheel into the cold rail. Average temperature of the wheel can be obtained by accounting for the heat partitioning between brake blocks, wheel and rail [6]. In a simplified approach, the temperature distribution on the wheel is computed presuming an evenly distributed heat flux over the wheel–block contact area using the heat partitioning model developed in [6, 21] including influence of rail chill [22]. The model, which is extensively used in **Paper A**, **Paper B**, **Paper C** and **Paper D**, is based on the third-body concept [23], and accounts for the temperature jump at the interface between two bodies in contact. For thermal analyses of disc brakes, the model is adapted accordingly in **Paper E**. In addition, dissipation of heat to the surroundings by convection and radiation is accounted for based on the classical formulae [24].

\[ q^{\text{conv}} = -h^{\text{conv}} A_s (T - T_\infty) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

\[ q^{\text{rad}} = -\varepsilon A_s (T^4 - T_{\infty}^4) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Here \( T \) [K] is the absolute temperature, \( T_\infty \) [K] a reference temperature (ambient temperature), \( h^{\text{conv}} \) the convection heat transfer coefficient, \( \sigma \) the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, \( A_s \) the exposed surface area, and \( \varepsilon \) the emissivity. Figure 7 shows an example of thermal analysis for a wheel and a disc surface.

![Figure 7 Example of calculated temperature distribution [°C] for a sector of a wheel (left) and a segmented brake disc (right) as evaluated by 3D FE analyses.](image)
3.2 Thermomechanical fatigue

Both tread brakes and disc brakes are exposed to thermomechanical loads but the loads are acting in somewhat different ways. At tread braking, the wheel experiences mechanical loads from wheel–rail contact, centrifugal loads from rotation and thermal loads from braking. This means that the wheel web (and rim) must be designed for accommodating both stresses introduced by mechanical loads and stresses induced by increased temperatures from repeated braking cycles. This was investigated in the thesis [3]. A global fatigue failure of the wheel means a direct risk of derailment. Moreover, in the wheel–rail contact, the wheel tread experiences rolling contact loads, which may lead to rolling contact fatigue (RCF) damage in the wheel tread. Here, a combination of thermal and residual stresses resulting from braking, may increase RCF, see [7] and [25]. At disc braking, a brake disc experiences mechanical loads by the friction loads applied via brake callipers onto the disc surface, resulting in a mechanical torque but also in thermal stresses due to the temperature increase. For normal braking, the mechanical loads due to applied pressure and frictional forces are much lower in magnitude than the thermomechanical stresses resulting from the thermal loading. During braking, compressive stresses will build up near the friction surface of the discs and after plastification residual tensile stresses may develop during cooling. Repeated (or extreme) brake cycles may result in cracking [4].

Wheel tread damage calls for premature machining of wheels, which shortens their expected service life [26]. For railway wheels, tread damage can be removed by machining unless the minimum wheel diameter is reached, but for brake discs cracking this often requires disc replacement. In addition, the presence of TEI is important since it generates elevated temperatures on the frictional surfaces and produces additional damage [27]. Figure 8 provides illustrations of different types of damage in brake discs and on wheel treads, with indication of different types of RCF damage, see [1] and [28] for more details. In [29], a detailed description can be found on different types of tread damage.

Figure 8 Illustration of (left) different types of damage in brake discs and (right) zones for RCF on wheel tread. Left figure from [28].
Experiments

In Paper A, crack formation (initiation and propagation) at a wheel tread surface was measured every tenth brake cycle. Surface inspections were conducted with a liquid penetrant method and a magnetic particle method. In the field studies in Paper C and Paper E, no RCF tread damage nor disc cracks were observed for the studied wheels and discs.

Thermomechanical analysis

To simulate the impact on the wheel tread from combined thermal and mechanical loading, as imposed by braking and rolling contact, a 3D computational framework is established in Paper A. This framework was further utilized in Paper B and Paper D. The FE modelling involves sequential thermal and mechanical analyses conducted in three steps, see also Figure 9,

1. Heat partitioning between brake block, wheel and rail during stop braking is accounted for in axisymmetric thermal analyses using models developed in [4, 5].

2. Wheel–rail contact is simulated for an indentation type of loading using a detailed FE model to find local contact pressure distribution.

3. Wheel temperature histories, and mechanical rolling contact stresses, are applied as loads in a 3D structural analysis.

Further, the material response of the wheel is evaluated by studying the evolution of the total effective plastic strain at the most critical region on the wheel tread.

Figure 9 Schematic illustration of the steps followed for a sequential structural analysis of wheel tread performance. Outputs of the analyses are given in italics.
For disc brakes studied in **Paper E**, a similar framework that excludes the indentation analysis was used, see Figure 10. Stress and strain evolution was calculated and employed in a subsequent fatigue assessment.

![Figure 10 Schematic illustration of a sequential structural analysis of brake disc performance. Outputs of the analyses are given in italics.](image)

### Fatigue life assessment

In this thesis, three different criteria were employed in the fatigue life assessments. All criteria predicted fatigue life in terms of number of brake cycles up to crack initiation.

In **Paper A** and **Paper B**, fatigue life of wheel treads is assessed by adopting a ratchetting failure analysis scheme, as proposed by Kapoor [30]. The ratchetting life in terms of number of stop braking cycles $N_r$ is obtained by dividing the critical strain $\varepsilon_c$ of the material by the calculated ratchetting strain per braking cycle $\Delta \varepsilon_r$ as

$$N_r = \frac{\varepsilon_c}{\Delta \varepsilon_r} \quad (4)$$

In addition, an LCF damage criterion was employed in **Paper A**. The criterion is essentially a combined energy-density and critical plane model as detailed in [31]. The assessment involves calculation of a fatigue parameter $FP$ in a material plane based on calculated stresses and strains. The fatigue damage $D_n$ is then accumulated using the Palmgren–Miner rule [32] and material fatigue parameters $m, FP_0$ and $C$ (obtained from [33]) as

$$N_f = \sum_n \frac{1}{D_n} \quad (5)$$

with

$$D_n = \frac{(FP - FP_0)^m}{C} \quad (6)$$
For assessing fatigue life $N_f$ of brake discs in Paper E, a version of the Smith–Watson–Topper (SWT) criterion suitable for cast iron (based on [34]) is used

$$\sigma_{\text{max}} \frac{\Delta \varepsilon_{m}}{2} = I_{\text{SWT}}(N_f)^{S_{\text{SWT}}}$$

(7)

Here $\sigma_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum stress and $\Delta \varepsilon_{m}$ is the mechanical strain range. Parameters $I_{\text{SWT}}$ and $S_{\text{SWT}}$ are constants obtained from [35], obtained from isothermal and thermomechanical fatigue experiments.

### 3.3 Wear

For the brakes, wear is normally defined as loss of material from a contact surface. For wheel–rail contact surfaces, displacement of material (plastification) can be perceived as wear. Wear of a material can be due to a number of different mechanisms or modes, see [36] for details. Important is that maintenance schedules for trains generally are based on wear predictions. Preferably, maintenance of different components should be performed at the same intervals. This means that unexpected variations in wear rates of a single component can cause large costs. At wear inspections, variations in wheel flange height $Sh$, width $Sd$ and inclination $qr$, and in disc thickness are monitored.

A wheel tread wears due to the sliding contact between block and wheel and due to the rolling contact between wheel and rail. Wheel wear affects the “equivalent conicity”, which is a function of wheel and rail shapes, used to quantify the geometric interaction between wheel and rail profiles. A controlled “equivalent conicity”, is important for the safe and comfortable running of a wagon. Chapter 6 in [29] provides a detailed overview on tread wear under wheel–rail contact.

Sufficiently high uniform wear rate can be beneficial as it may remove surface cracks introduced by RCF. This sufficiently high wear rate is generally referred to as the “magic wear rate” [37].

Discs wear mainly due to sliding contact between pad and disc. In addition, discs wear due to corrosion. It is usually desired that wheel treads and discs wear uniformly over the nominal frictional contact surface during braking. Sometimes variation in applied pressure and resulting temperatures might lead to non-uniform wear, also known as hollow wear. Figure 11 shows an example of a disc with non-uniform wear and Figure 12 shows hollow wear for a wheel tread.
Experiments

In the current thesis, wear of friction pairs (block/wheel and pad/disc) was measured in the field experiments in Paper C and Paper E, respectively. A high precision scale was used to measure wear of brake blocks and pads and wear was quantified in terms of mass loss. Wheel wear measurements (performed by the train operators) in the form of change in wheel flange height were used. In Paper D, wear of the wheel tread was monitored using a Miniprof (a device commonly used to measure exact wheel wear in experiments) in full-scale brake rig experiments to reveal the wear distribution on the tread. In Paper E, disc wear profiles were measured using the laser device CALIPRI and results were presented as volumetric wear. Figure 13 shows some measured disc profiles. There is a noticeable difference in both wear magnitude and wear distribution for the two discs, with apparent higher wear towards the inner disc radius.
Figure 13 Measured profiles of the reference brake discs for three intervals during field experiments in Paper E. Here the vertical axis corresponds to the radial disc coordinate, where “0 [mm]” corresponds to the outer radii of the disc. The horizontal axis corresponds to the reduction in disc thickness [mm].

**Wear analysis**

The commonly used method for predicting wear is Archard’s law [39]. In Paper C, a modified version described in [40] was used to calculate the wheel tread wear (due to tread braking) and block wear:

\[
\dot{\omega} = k_w \mu p v
\]  

(8)

Here the wear rate \( \dot{\omega} \) [m/s] is proportional to the contact pressure \( p \) [N/m²], the sliding velocity \( v \) [m/s] and the wear coefficient \( k_w \) [m²/N]. In Paper C, \( k_w \) for brake blocks was adopted from an earlier pin-on-disc study [41] as a temperature-dependent parameter along with a scaling factor \( k_{\text{field}} \) introduced to match wear measured in field experiments. Wear rates from pin-on-disc studies of different brake block materials subjected to different temperatures are shown in Figure 14.

For the wheel tread, the wear coefficient \( k_w \) was calibrated directly from field experiments and assumed to be temperature-independent. Wear was quantified in relation to both running distance and brake energy. In addition, wear of the wheel tread due to wheel–rail contact was assessed based on the USFD method [42]. In Paper D, tread wear due to braking was estimated (using \( k_w \) calibrated in Paper C). Here also tread plastification due to wheel–rail contact was studied. Measured total wear was analysed as a product of wear coefficient and brake energy in Paper E for both brake pads and discs using data from field tests.
Figure 14 Measured wear rates for five brake block materials in pin-on-disc tests. The materials are organic composites OC1–OC3, cast iron and sinter. Results from [41].
4 Summary of appended papers

4.1 Paper A

Thermal cracking of railway wheel treads due to tread braking is studied by full-scale brake rig experiments and finite element simulations. The main goal is to develop a methodology to simulate the combined loading of the wheel tread under rolling contact and tread brake loads due to stop braking. The outcome of these simulations can be used to perform fatigue life predictions. To this end, it is noted that the wheel tread material is subjected to simultaneous mechanical and thermal loads due to rolling contact and tread braking, respectively. Full-scale tests featuring three series of repeated stop braking cases have been performed in a brake rig featuring a tread braked wheel that is in rolling contact with a so-called rail-wheel. From test rig experiments, it is observed that cracks appeared in the area on the wheel tread that is traversed by the wheel–rail-wheel contact. Further, sintered brake blocks result in shorter wheel life in comparison to organic composite brake blocks.

The brake rig experiments have been simulated numerically in a sequential thermomechanical analysis. In particular, the effect of “hot bands” on the tread as indicated by the experimental findings is accounted for. Stresses induced by heat from braking, as well as from tractive rolling contact loading on the tread, are considered. The mechanical response of the wheel material ER7 is simulated using an elastoplastic material model calibrated against data from cyclic experiments at room temperature and up to 625 °C. Finally, a methodology for predicting fatigue life with respect to ratchetting failure is established. It is found that FE simulation results of estimated accumulated plastic strains just below the tread, compared to a critical ratchetting strain for crack initiation, can successfully capture the experimental results.

4.2 Paper B

In revenue traffic, the running mode of a train varies and the operational parameters will influence the life of the wheel treads. To prevent excessive damage, it is therefore important to understand at which operational conditions wheel tread damage becomes unacceptable. The study aims to find limits for tread braking with respect to the influence on RCF of the wheel tread when subjected to repeated stop braking. A parametric study, using 3D FE simulations and involving operational parameters such as axle load, maximum vehicle speed, deceleration, brake block material and initial wheel temperature, is carried out for a new wheel (i.e., having maximum wheel diameter and thick rim) with an S-shaped web.
Additional analyses investigate influence of wheel geometry by studying a wheel with a straight web and a wheel with a thin (worn) rim. The effects of simultaneous thermal loading from wheel–block frictional contact during braking and mechanical loading, due to the traversing wheel–rail rolling contact, are studied using the methodology developed in Paper A. Ratchetting fatigue life is evaluated in the wheel tread region for the studied brake load cases. The results show that high tread temperatures, in particular temperatures above 450 °C, have a strong detrimental influence on ratchetting strains and the RCF formation and, hence, on the thermomechanical capacity of the wheel tread. On the other hand, it is found that for braking temperatures between 300 °C and 375 °C, the fatigue resistance is increased due to strain hardening effects. In addition, the parametric study points towards actual braking load cases that can give such temperatures in terms of initial speeds, axle loads, etc. The web design (straight or S-shaped) will not affect tread fatigue life, and related crack formation, whereas a reduction in wheel rim thickness promotes wheel tread ratchetting due to increased flexural stresses from the mechanical wheel–rail contact loading.

4.3 Paper C

Field experiments were carried out for a commuter train in revenue service equipped with cast iron and organic composite brake blocks. Temperatures of wheel tread, wheel web and brake blocks were recorded together with wear of wheel treads and brake blocks. Measured temperatures were used for calibrating a thermal model (by tuning heat partitioning factors pertaining to the wheel and block interface and convection cooling parameters) used to predict wheel and block temperatures. A temperature-dependent wear model based on pin-on-disc experiments was employed to predict wear of cast iron and organic composite brake blocks. Numerically predicted temperatures were employed as input data. It is found that a wear rate adaption factor is required for producing a simulated wear that is in agreement with results from field experiments. This factor is tentatively motivated by the presence of thermoelastic instabilities at full-scale braking that cannot be found at small-scale testing. Wheel tread wear is assessed as a change in flange height for both powered and trailing wheels. For the studied train it is found that the levels of annual total wear of the two wheels are of similar magnitudes.

Modelling of the tread wear originating from block–wheel contact and wheel–rail contact, combined with a comparison towards measured wear magnitudes, makes it possible to distinguish the wear from these two tread contacts. It is found that for the powered wheels wear induced by the wheel–rail contact and the block–wheel contact have equal importance. In contrast, wear emanating from the block–wheel contact is dominating for the trailer wheels.
4.4 Paper D

In this study, wear and plastic deformation of a wheel tread surface at constant temperature rolling has been studied by employing a combination of brake rig experiments and simulations. The focus is on tread plasticity, specifically the surface deformations of the tread resulting from the rolling contact during braking in combination with wear due to braking. Full-scale brake rig experiments have been performed to quantify tread plasticity and tread wear during sequences of constant temperature rolling at 200 °C, 250 °C, and 300 °C, at a wheel–rail-wheel contact load of 60 kN. During the experiments, temperatures were recorded using three thermocouples fitted 10 mm below the tread surface. Measured temperature data from the thermocouples and a thermocamera point towards the presence of hot spots on the wheel tread. After the braking sequences the wheel profiles were measured using a Miniprof device. Experiments at 300 °C constant temperature rolling were simulated and the pertinent tread plastification was predicted. Finally, tread wear introduced by braking and in particular the influence of rolling contact plasticity on the tread profile evolution are predicted and compared to measured wear.

4.5 Paper E

Field experiments were carried out for a postal wagon equipped with two different friction pairs. One consists of an enhanced grey cast iron “segmented” brake disc (friction rings built from five identical sectors) with sinter material brake pads. Another consists of a standard grey cast iron “reference” disc with organic composite brake pads. During revenue service with speeds up to 160 km/h, temperatures of brake discs and brake pads were recorded along with train braking data in the form of train speed, friction forces and pneumatic brake pressures. Wear of discs and pads were measured intermittently by use of a laser scanning device and precision scales, respectively. Temperature distributions over disc friction surfaces were recorded using a thermocamera. Simulation models for predicting brake disc and pad temperatures were established. Heat partitioning factors pertaining to the disc and pad interface and convection cooling models were calibrated using data acquired for the two studied friction pairs based on an assumption of spatially uniform heat flux generation between disc and pads, although data from the thermocamera reveals presence of a single thermal hot band for the reference disc and of two thermal hot bands for the segmented disc. Thermomechanical behaviour of the two brake disc types is simulated for a simplified load case of uniform deceleration from maximum speed at maximum allowed axle load for the vehicle. From these simulations, fatigue lives are
estimated. For the studied stop braking cycle, the segmented brake disc has a two
times longer calculated fatigue life (until initiation of cracks on the brake disc
friction surfaces) than the reference brake disc. This is a consequence of the
reduced build-up of residual tensile stresses (in the circumferential direction) after
braking and cooling down. Wear measurements indicate that the disc wear is six
times lower for the segmented disc than for the reference disc. The organic
composite brake pads on the reference disc had four times higher wear than the
sintered brake pads used with the segmented disc. Overall, the segmented brake
disc assembly showed a better performance than the reference disc assembly in
terms of temperature, fatigue life and wear.
5 Concluding remarks

In Paper A, a methodology to simulate the conditions during full-scale brake rig experiments is presented. The brake rig experiments were performed with repeated stop braking cycles using sintered brake blocks and organic composite brake blocks. During the experiments, the wheel was subjected to thermomechanical loading caused by the combined tread braking and wheel–rail contact loads. In the experiments, the occurrence of TEI with locally higher tread temperatures was observed. The TEI are here caused by sintered brake blocks while the organic composite brake blocks usually produce an evenly distributed temperature on the wheel tread. From the test rig experiments, it is observed that cracks appeared in the area of the wheel tread that is traversed by the wheel–rail-wheel contact. It is found that braking with sintered brake blocks results in shorter time to tread crack initiation in comparison to braking with organic composite brake blocks. This is explained by the presence of local high temperatures on the wheel tread due to the TEI phenomenon. The TEI is accounted for in the thermal FE analysis by prescribing simplified thermal patterns on the wheel tread. To perform the structural FE analysis, a material model with a combination of non-linear isotropic and kinematic plastic hardening, was calibrated against data from cyclic strain-controlled experiments of ER7 steel at different temperatures. In the structural FE analysis, fatigue of the tread material was predicted by a ratchetting type of criterion and with an LCF damage criterion. The results indicated that the calculated LCF damage was lower than the ratchetting damage and that it could not predict the noticed reduction in life for more severe braking cycles. The predicted number of brake cycles to crack initiation presuming a critical ratchetting strain $\varepsilon_c$ of approximately 1.6 was found to generate good correspondence with brake rig results. The results indicate that temperatures higher than about 450 °C lead to considerable increase in the ratchetting strain which causes shorter fatigue lives of the wheel for the stop braking cases considered here. On the other hand, in the temperature range 300 – 400 °C, a lower ratchetting damage is predicted due to the influence of dynamic strain ageing of the material.

In Paper B, the influence of important operational parameters such as axle load, maximum vehicle speed, deceleration, block material, wheel web design, wheel rim thickness, initial wheel temperature and friction coefficient between wheel and rail was investigated using the methodology developed in Paper A. Fatigue lives were predicted using the same ratchetting criterion. The results of the parametric study show influences of varying operational parameters on the peak braking temperatures and rolling contact loads. Also in this study, the predictions indicate that for loading conditions that result in temperatures higher than 450 °C, a substantial decrease in the ratchetting life of the wheel tread is expected. However, for temperatures in the range 300 – 375 °C the fatigue life is increased relatively.
The wheel web design was found not to influence the ratchetting life for identical operational conditions. In contrast, a wheel with reduced wheel rim thickness is more prone to ratchetting and crack formation than a new wheel for the same operational conditions. This is due to the higher wheel rim flexibility and a slight increase in temperatures. The results imply that a worn wheel in revenue service, which has a thin rim (resulting from consecutive machining and tread wear) and also a smaller wheel rolling diameter than a new wheel, will have an even lower fatigue life than the thin rim case considered in the present study. The reason is that the temperatures of the wheel would be even higher due to the more frequent heating resulting from the smaller wheel diameter.

In Paper C, temperatures of wheels and brake blocks and also wear of brake blocks and wheel treads were studied for a trainset by a combination of field experiments and numerical simulations. A motor car equipped with cast iron brake blocks and a driving trailer car equipped with both organic composite and cast iron brake blocks were instrumented. Measured data from the field experiments were used to calibrate a thermal model and to calculate temperature fields in the wheel treads, wheel webs and brake blocks. The calibrated thermal models were then used to predict the wheel and block temperatures during the long-term tests which were used for further wear assessment. The calibration of the wear models was made by comparison to measured wear data. A scaling factor $k_{\text{field}}$ for wear of brake blocks was introduced and calibrated using a temperature-dependent wear model. Wear of brake blocks was presented as mass wear in relation to both distance and brake energy. Tread wear was quantified in terms of change in flange height. The wear, assessed at the rolling circle, was separated into wear from the wheel–rail contact, assessed using the USFD method (another version of the $T\gamma$ method) and wear from tread braking. Wear rates from wheel–rail contact and $T\gamma/A$ magnitudes were found to be low and corresponded well to twin disc tests in a mild wear regime. The remaining part of the wear introduced by tread braking was calculated using Archard’s law. A temperature-independent wear model for assessing the tread wear due to wheel–block contact at braking was calibrated. The annual total tread wear for both cars was similar in magnitude. The wear due to wheel–block contact was about 55% of the total measured wear for the motor car. For the driving trailer car it was found to be about 96%. In the end, the relation between braking energy and tread wear due to wheel–block contact was found to be rather similar for the two car types. This is reflected in the calibrated wear rate parameters for the tread wear due to the wheel–block contact that shows a 4% variation between the cars. Finally, wear at the rolling circle due to pure rolling on tangent track was estimated. It was found to constitute a source of error that is relatively small as compared to the calculated wheel–block wear.

Paper D investigates wear and plastic deformation of wheel tread surface at constant temperature rolling by use of a combination of brake rig experiments and
simulations. During the experiments, temperatures were recorded using thermocouples fitted 10 mm below the tread surface over the width of wheel–block contact. Measured temperature data from the thermocouples indicated the presence of hot spots on the wheel tread. Wheel profiles were measured using a Miniprof device. Tread wear due to braking was also predicted using a wear model calibrated in Paper C. Experiments at 300 °C constant temperature rolling were simulated using a methodology adopted from Paper A. The simulation results indicate that when temperature increases, there is a run-in with increased plastic deformations during the first wheel revolution. Further, by the last mechanical passage in each time instance the surface depression is negligible for tread temperatures below some 400 °C. For surface temperatures above 415 °C, ratchetting type of surface depression was observed for each repeated load cycle. In total, plastic deformation of the tread can be estimated in an average sense by the current simulation methodology for constant temperature rolling at 300 °C. For the experiment at 300 °C, the sum of simulated tread plastification and calculated tread wear is close to the measured surface depression.

In Paper E, field experiments are performed for a postal wagon equipped with axle-mounted brake discs operating in revenue traffic with speeds up to 160 km/h. Two different types of brake discs and brake pads are instrumented. Temperatures were recorded along with train braking data in the form of train speed, friction forces and pneumatic brake pressures. Temperature profiles for both disc types were also measured using a thermocamera. Measured train data are used as input to the thermal model and calibration is performed against measured temperatures. Temperatures predicted using the calibrated thermal model show good agreement with measured temperatures. Predicted pad temperatures are close to measured temperatures, although the cooling needs to be reduced slightly (tentatively by reducing convection scaling factor $k_{Nu}$ for the pads) to improve calibration. Monitoring indicates the presence of thermal hot bands; a single hot band for the reference brake disc and two hot bands for the segmented brake disc.

The calibrated thermal models for the discs are further employed in a thermomechanical analysis for a load case corresponding to the maximum load capacity of the wagon. Maximum tensile stresses in the circumferential direction of the brake discs are evaluated. Stress and strain evolutions are evaluated and employed in fatigue assessments. The fatigue analyses show that resistance against crack initiation is higher for the segmented disc than for the reference disc, with a fatigue life increase by a factor of about two. Wear of discs and pads were measured intermittently and results are presented in relation to running distance and brake energies. The results show that the friction pair on the reference disc assembly has higher wear rates (four times higher for pads, and six times higher for discs) than the segmented brake assembly. This is reflected in the calibrated values of wear coefficients $k_{w}^{\text{disc}}$ and $k_{w}^{\text{pad}}$. The reference disc showed a higher
tendency for hollow wear as compared to the segmented disc, which features a more uniform wear pattern. The segmented brake disc assembly showed a better performance than the reference disc assembly in terms of temperature, build-up of residual tensile stresses, fatigue life and wear.
6 Future developments

Paper A and Paper B focus on RCF damage originating from wheel–rail rolling contact loads during tread braking at elevated temperatures. In the analyses, the wheel treads have been considered to be in a virgin state with no prior damage at the onset of braking. In Paper A, damage due to LCF and ratchetting at high temperatures were studied separately. For future work, the possibility to account for both of these damage types could be of interest in order to obtain a total combined damage for tread braked railway wheels. Additionally, load cases pertaining to effects of drag braking can be investigated.

The wear simulation methodology developed in Paper C for estimating wear of both brake blocks and wheel tread can be further improved by considering the tangential and creep forces due to curving. This will require multibody dynamic simulations. The study could also be complemented with results for higher braking temperatures and axle loads.

Use of a thermocamera can be helpful in detecting the temperature distributions and the presence of TEI on friction surfaces. It can be used together with thermocouples that can capture the local variations in temperatures. In Paper D, a thermocamera was used from side view capturing temperature variations on the wheel rim radially. Further in Paper D, additional studies can be performed for the experiments at 200 °C and 250 °C to further investigate tread plastification during braking.

Paper E can be enhanced by further utilizing data from the thermocamera to investigate the thermal hot bands during braking and their effect on the fatigue life assessment. Temperature data from the thermocamera could be compared with measured data from sliding and embedded thermocouples. More wear data should be collected which would provide a better understanding of disc wear. Further, the material model could be better adapted to the actual disc material to get a better overview of the disc performance. In addition, fatigue life predictions based on the Coffin–Manson criterion could be studied and compared to predicted fatigue lives in the current study. A parametric study on different types of load cases can provide a better overview of initiation of thermal cracking for the two types of discs studied here. Similar methods to those used in Paper E can also be used for assessing performance of brake discs on passenger trains.

Finally, results from all the above studies can be combined and utilized together to study load cases when the brake effort is distributed between different braking systems. Based on the known limitations of each sub-system, cost effective brake partitioning between braking systems can be designed.
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